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Germany: Two candidates - one job
The race to the Merkel succession entered the next stage with the two
expected candidates announcing their official interest in leading the
CDU/CSU into the elections

German politics is hardly ever loud nor a box office hit but rather the stuff for connoisseurs of fine
intrigues and behind the scenes moves. It is often small important steps, rather than big bangs.
This can once again be witnessed in the race of who will become the CDU’s leading candidate for
the September elections and hence the most likely candidate to succeed Angela Merkel as German
chancellor.

On Sunday, both Armin Laschet, the newly elected CDU party leader, and Markus Söder, the CSU
party leader, announced their official interest in the CDU/CSU ticket. While Laschet holds the
advantage of being the candidate of the much larger CDU, the Bavarian Söder has seen his
popularity ratings surging during the pandemic. He currently is the most popular German
politician. Laschet, however, does not even make the Top 10 of most popular politicians.

Laschet is the candidate of the much larger CDU whereas Soder is
the most popular German politician.
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On Monday, Laschet secured the backing of the CDU’s executive board and the party’s
parliamentarian group. Later in the day, Söder got the backing of his own party. No decision
between Laschet and Söder was taken but Söder seems to hope for support from CDU grassroots
organisations, including MEPs, who could see higher chances in securing their current seats with
Söder running in the elections rather than with Laschet. According to news reports, there is a
growing number of MEPs arguing in favour of a vote in the parliamentarian group of both the CDU
and the CSU.

This leadership race could backfire on the CDU/CSU’s election campaign. As a friendly deal has
become less likely, the risk of a second-best outcome has increased. If Laschet gets the ticket, the
risk of his low popularity ratings impacting the campaign is high. If Söder gets the ticket, the CDU
could fear that a potential chancellor Söder would start a new legacy of several terms in office,
shifting the power balance between the two sister parties towards the CSU.

In recent polls, support for the CDU/CSU has dropped from the peaks of the first pandemic wave of
some 37% to far below 30% as a result of growing frustrations with the current crisis and
vaccination management. Nevertheless, the CDU/CSU is still some 5 percentage points ahead of
the Greens, currently the second largest party in the polls. Either of the two, Laschet or Söder, will
have a lot work to do to safeguard the lead on the rest as in the current constellation a coalition
without CDU/CSU would, at least theoretically, be possible. Judging from the latest polls, Söder
could have a better starting position to revive the party in the polls. However, Laschet has proven
several times in the past that he can surprise positively and defy negative polls. Interestingly, there
is no official procedure for the decision who will run for the CDU/CSU, it has always been decided by
silent consensus between the party leaders.

In our view, it has always been clear that the race to Angela Merkel's succession will be long and
will not follow a straight line. It might not be a blockbuster movie but rather a binge viewing
worthy political series.
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